Weeks would pass before things could be put together
again. It was a trying time, and bore witness to the
sufferings caused by these colonial wars. Yet the national
movement remained in being, whether in its fighting units,
its village committees, or its co-ordinated groups of
workers concerned w i t h this or that social and cultural
activity, and could settle back to its work again as soon as
the danger had passed.
In areas long safe f r o m danger the picture is a different
one. Last winter i spent some time in the Como sector
of southern Guine. From this sector the Portuguese were
completely evicted in 1965, and had not been able to
return. So for seven years the people of Como had been
free to work at the building of their new society.
They had gone far towards it. Long-established village
committees, all of them elected f r o m local people, had
an uninterrupted responsibility together w i t h the full-time
workers of their national movement, the PAIGC, for every
aspect of public affairs, educational or medical, legal or
political.
Here and elsewhere, even before the independence of
Guine was officially proclaimed, a new state was already
in existence, a new society was already taking shape, and
in an atmosphere of calm and confidence that seemed
continuously impressive.
Statistics can tell a little of this story. By 1972, for
example, the PAIGC had promoted enough schools and
trained enough teachers to give some 8 500 boys and girls
the elements of a modern education. They had even
carried through a genera! election for a sovereign National
Assembly by direct and secret ballot in wide-ranging
liberated areas.

*?.

Similar statistics from the liberated areas of Angola and
Mozambique can usefully add to the picture. It is also
clear that much more could be achieved if the means
were to hand, whether in trained personnel or material
necessities, and especially the second.
Yet the living reality that unfolds before you in these
plains and forests, swamps and woodlands, goes beyond
the statsitics, even very far beyond. Whether in large
liberated areas or in small, strongly held or subject to
repeated raids and bombing, here are " b a c k w a r d " people
who have become determined to win free f r o m their
"backwardness," and to understand the world as it really
is.
These are people who are working to achieve this by
setting aside the blinkers of tradition or subjection,
racism or " t r i b a l i s m , " despair or lack of self-belief. And
this they are doing by a process of voluntary participation
in the changing of their lives and thoughts.
No one who travels in these areas will come back w i t h any
impression of Utopia. Far from that, daily life is harsh in
toil and hunger or the threat of violent death. Not everyone understands what is being attempted. Many confusions
remain, and no doubt will do so for long to come. The
t i m i d withdraw, the fools betray.
All things natural to the human condition are present
here. Yet these things include clarity and courage,
steadfastness and hope, while the unrelenting growth and
expansion of these movements suggest that these are the
qualities which prevail. These movements of renewal
could not otherwise have gained their remarkable success.
It is a success that looks to the rest of the world for
understanding, and so for aid and friendship, o

THE EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL
ENACES TO LIBERAL
DEMOCRATIC SOCIETIES

ff

by John M. Raftery

It will be impossible to analyse or even mention, in this
short exposition, the whole spectrum of internal and
externa! menaces, and their interconnections. So, in order
to give a meaningful treatment to a few selected topics, I
will dispense w i t h definitional problems, (apart f r o m a
comment about the misuse of words in the next paragraph).

A t present, we are indisputably living through one of those
periods of cultural collapse that periodically overtake
history, a time when the human estate is at low ebb, only
tenuously connected to the sources of its replenishment.
This is more or less a feature of Eastern and Western
societies, so my first contention is this: The question of
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whether an economic and political system furthers the
cause of human freedom cannot be answered in political
and economic terms alone. The only criterion for the
realisation of freedom is whether or not the' individual
actively participates in determining his life and that of
society, and this not only by the formal act of voting but
in his daily activity, in his work, and in his relation to
others. Modern liberal democracy, if it restricts itself to
the purely political sphere, cannot in my opinion,
sufficiently counteract the results of the economic insignificance of the average individual. And on the other hand,
purely economic concepts like socialisation of the means
of production are not sufficient either, because of the
probability of manipulation by a powerful bureaucracy.
So, the first menace to a more liberal democractic society,
is dogmatic concentration on political and economic goals
and means to goals, rather than a multi-dimensional view
of the responsible individual in a responsive society. More
often than not, the political and economic concepts used
to define these goals are expurgated and often transformed
into the antithesis of what they originally meant: the
conquest of small nations goes by the name of "a pact of
friendship" and the brutal suppression of the whole
population is perpetrated in the name of "National
Socialism." The concepts of freedom, democracy, and
liberalism have also been much misused. On democracy, I
would agree w i t h Erich Fromm (1) when he says that it
is " A system that creates the economic, political, and
cultural conditions for the full development of the
individual." This individual in a true liberal democracy,
would be similar I would imagine to self-actualising man
as described by Abraham Maslow (2). From contrasts
democracy w i t h Fascism which "is a system that, regardless
under which name, makes the individual subordinate to
extraneous purposes and weakens the development of
genuine individuality."

and desirable everyone tends, independently but monotonously, to pursue the same things in the same way. The
first pattern combines co-operation, conformity and
variety; the second competition, individualism and unif o r m i t y . " I believe that uniformity is a much bigger
menace than conformity, to a vibrant liberal democracy.
The petty freedoms that are extended to everyone to
indulge their stereotyped and shallow eccentricities and
quirks point to the totalitarian character of consumer
societies, as any protest against the society appears
neurotic and impotent. A t least the classical type of
coercive totalitarian society can be identified and fought
against. But the society in which what C. W. Mills (4)
called 'The Cheerful Robot' flourishes, is the antithesis of
a free democratic society. The trouble for the individual
in this society is a vague feeling of uneasiness, discontent
and indifference, behind the fun and the hollow-smiling
facade. And the issue for the whole society is no less than
the continued existence of a liberal democracy based on
criticism, participation and reason. Mills identifies the
core of this menace when he notes these troubles and
issues have not been clarified "because the chief capacities
and qualities of man required to clarify them are the very
freedom and reason that are threatened and d w i n d l i n g . "

This genuine individuality based on social commitment,
must be distinguished from the spurious individualism
based on ostentation and invidiousness, that prevails
today. This latter form of individualism constitutes a
second internal menace to liberal democracy. When the
need to free oneself from the emotional barrenness of
depersonalised control mechanisms of existing society is
generalised to freedom from " a l l " social conditions, a
greater tyranny than before is created. The menace lies in
the fact that radical y o u t h , who have such potential for
critical thought and action, are often led astray by this
form of pseudo—radical anarchy. The belief that everyone
should pursue autonomously his own destiny has forced
us to maintain an emotional detachment f r o m our social
and physical environment. This type of individualism finds
its roots in the attempt to deny the reality and importance
of human interdependence. One of the major goals of
technology in western countries is to 'free' us f r o m the
necessity of relating to, submitting to, depending upon, or
controlling other people. Phillip Slater (3) notes, inthis
context: " M a n y societies exert far more pressure on the
individual to mould himself to f i t a particularised segment
of a total group pattern, but there is variation among
these circumscribed roles.

The next point concerns revolution and the decline of
critical reason. Unless we see revolution as a f o r m of
evolution, a critical exchange between man and society,
we render it a virtually impotent concept. It could mean
no more than the rise and fall of empires in a cyclical,
pointless fashion, the replacement of one system by
another as in a South American coup. Consequently,
Revolution as a sudden social upheaval is a menace (internal or external) to liberal democractic societies. Camus
observed that the course of revolution from Rousseau to
Stalin has led inevitably to a reinforcement of state
power, usually in the form of authoritarian dictatorship.
Revolutionaries, Camus noted, begin by demanding justice
and end by establishing a police state. They are inspired by
abstractions and believe that a Utopia is possible, and so
they are led to excess. The critical liberal affirms a human
value and not merely an abstract one. He strives for partial
reforms and limited victories and thereby hopes only to
create the conditions of a more livable life. Camus argued
that the cause of historical revolution during the pas1! two
centuries is romantic quest for totality which has resulted
in despotic and apocalyptic ideologies. Starting from the
promise of unlimited freedom they arrived at unlimited
despotism. The only effective revolution consists in holding
the conditions and institutions of society under the
constant scrutiny of critical reason. In this way weaknesses are more easily seen, and strengths can be better
utilised. The menace posed by the violent revolutionary is
partly explained by his idea that if "things get bad enough,"
a revolution will occur. But it is only when things get
better—when small improvements generate rising aspirations
and decrease tolerance for existing injustices—that the lot
of a human society can improve. People can bear almost
anything, and the longer it exists the more placidly they
will bear it; change can take place only when liberal
pressure is strong and when it softens up an initially rigid
status quo.

Our society gives for more leeway to the individual to
pursue his own ends, but, since it defines what it worthy

To undertake this softening-up process presupposes alert
critical faculties, and discerning voting behaviour. But in
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most societies, the mode in which the electorate expresses
its will is similar to their choice in buying commodities.
They hear the drums of propaganda and facts mean little
in comparison w i t h the suggestive noise that hammers at
them. Politics seems far off, and the private citizen feels
that he is a member of an unworkable committee, the
committee of the whole country, and this is why he
expends less disciplined effort on mastering a political
problem than he expends on a game of cards. As Joseph
Schumpeter (5) observed: "Thus the typical citizen drops
down to a lower level of mental performance as soon as
he enters the political field. He argues and analyses in
a way which he would readily recognise as infantile within
the sphere of his real interests. He becomes a primitive
again."

Factors which dull the capacity for critical thinking are
more dangerous to our liberal democratic ideal than many
of the open attacks against it. With regard to all basic
questions of individual and social life, a great sector of
our culture has just one function—to befog the ussues.
One kind of smoke-screen is the assertion that the problems are too complicated for the average individual to
grasp (when, in fact, the fundamentals are usually very
easy to understand). The individual feels helplessly caught
in a chaotic mass of data and specialists discourage him
from trusting his own capacity for thinking about problems. This is analagous to the situation in education,
where knowledge, seen as a commodity, is locked in
special languages, and specialised teachers live off its retranslation. In this environment, fewer and fewer minds
are being developed, which are capable of critical thought,
or facing the disapproval of their peers, whether conservative or revolutionary.

When critical faculties atrophy, and society's institutions
are no longer held under the progressive scrutiny of its
citizens, another menace to liberal democracy becomes
apparent: Bureaucracy, and the 'Rationality' of growth,
efficiency and technological progress. Internally, the fact
that frustration is expressed in accusations of inefficiency
rather than in opposition to policies indicates how powerful bureaucracies (state and business) are. Externally,
multinational corporations become, in effect supranational
bureaucracies and so can constitute a threat f r o m outside,
especially to smaller liberal democratic societies. As regards
the state bureaucracy, just and equitable treatment of
citizens requires complex laws and administrative codes,
and a modicum of obedience to these is a necessary
condition for democracy. But experiments a few years ago
by Stanley Milgram (6) testing people's willingness to obey
commands to inflict pain on another person (electric
shocks), indicated that people are much more compliant
than is generally assumed. The appurtenances of science
hold so much legitimacy that people are willing to suspend
their judgement and behave in ways that would normally
be described as sadistic. Rejection of authority it appears,
is much more the exception than the rule. The implications
of this for alleviating internal menace potential, are that
bureaucracies should be less concerned w i t h eliciting
obendience from clients and more sensitive to suggestions
and disagreements that are voiced.

A bureaucracy is an organisation oriented toward efficiency—
whether or not it attains high efficiency. This differs
fundamentally from democracy, since the 'rational' judgement of experts, rather than the will of the majority reigns
supreme. Freedom of dissent become disfunctionai, since
it is the efficient and not the popular methods of operation, that are sought. Powerful private bureaucracies put
pressure on governments to safeguard their interests, for
example, by enacting protective—tariff laws and setting up
the bureaucratic apparatus necessary for enforcing them;
their preoccupation w i t h efficiency blunts moral sensibilities and means that people are regarded as objects for the
attainment of material goals. As E. J. Mishan (7) notes:
" N o t only a sense of our own w o r t h but a sense of the
worth of others, is being lost in pursuit of efficiency. The
more we become fascinated w i t h the measurable aspects of
human achievement, the easier it is to slip into a frame of
mind that judges people according to numerical systems
and that ranks their worth on some scale of efficiency. In
time we lose sight both of the subtle and engaging facets
of the character of each individual and of the intrinsic
value of each human life." An awareness of this value is, I
think, a sine qua non of liberalism and democracy. The
menace lies in the fact that people are unaware of the
deeply irrational character of the forces which propel
efficiency, productivity and economic growth, at the risk
of growing destruction, and to the detriment of the
individual. Herbert Marcuse (8) makes a pertinent comment
on these issues: "Technical progress, extended to a whole
system of domination and co-ordination creates forms of
life (and of power) which appear to reconcile the forces
opposing the system and to defeat or refute all protest in
the name of the historical prospects of freedom from toil
and d o m i n a t i o n . " This leads to an excessively economic
orientation which develops only those faculties of individuals which are necessary for economic growth. A n d those
faculties do not thrive on the concepts of liberalism or
democracy.

Other menaces—which I will not discuss in depth—are
authoritarianism, oligarchy and nationalism. These are
anathema to liberal democracy, and if the regime is expansionist, there is a threat to other liberal democratic
societies. Robert Michels (9) sees oligarchy as immanent
in every social regime: "Historical evolution mocks all the
prophylactic measures that have been adopted for the
prevention of oligarchy." Even syndicalism and anarchism
both succumb to the law of oligarchy and authoritarianism
as soon as " t h e y abandon the region of pure thought, and
as soon as their adherents unite to f o r m associations aiming at any sort of political activity."

Nationalism relies on xenophabia and archaic ties to blood
and soil, while it taints and disparages the 'imperialist
aggressor.' In much the same way, the dominant party in
a country might try to create public antipathy against a
radical opposition. For example, the Gaullists ensured a
majority in a recent French election by tainting the
Communists as extremist fanatics. This process tends to
operate in most 'liberal democratic' societies, and results
in a stereotyping of political parties, and in a permanent
exclusion from power of all radical forces that could give
a real choice to the electorate.
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Many of the menaces I have discussed in this essay have
external as well as internal features, depending on the
perspective they are viewed f r o m , and it w o u l d have been
tautological t o have tried to draw sharp distinctions.
Insidious menaces transcend the categories "external and
internal." In modern societies, it often seems to make

little difference whether the increasing satisfaction of
needs is accomplished by an authoritarian, or a liberal
democratic system. Smooth efficiency and a constant f l o w
of goods are all that matters. This happy consciousness is
the Arch-Menace that subsumes most other menaces. •
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THE INSTITUTION FOR
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
by Foszia Fisher

A n Institute for Industrial Education (I.I.E.) research team
investigating the Durban strikes and their relation to the
system of labour relations in South Africa, came to the
following conclusions:
1)

There are in fact objective conflicts of interest
between worker and employer, and these conflicts
cannot be overcome merely by improving communication between the t w o .

2)

Institutions for mediating between the t w o sides
must therefore recognise the fact that there is a
power dimension involved.

3)

If in fact the institutions that exist are such as to
render the workers powerless or to deny the actual
power that they do have, then there w i l l be certain
consequences which, although not usually recognised
by management as resulting f r o m the conflict
situation, are in fact the only weapons which remain
to the workers. These consequences are, cumulatively, very serious indeed. They include "conscientious
withdrawal of efficiency", high labour turn-over,
increased sickness and accident rates, industrial
sabotage.
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4)

This means that, although in one way it is in the
employer's interest to maximise his power to coerce
the workers, in another way the failure to grant
some power t o the workers over wages and conditions is actually against the real interest of both
worker and employer.

5.

Finally, in the absence of some meaningful sharing
of power, communication itself w i l l almost certainly
not occur.

Thus we can conclude that the development of Trade
Unions for Africans is not only an urgent necessity for
African workers; it is also necessary for further industrial
development and for social peace in South Africa. But,
given the short-sightedness of most employers, of the
government, and of most white workers, such Unions will
have to be developed by workers themselves against considerable opposition. Their margin of manoeuvre, given
the rather repressive nature of industrial relations in South
Africa, is not very large. Would-be African Trade Unionists
are faced w i t h obstructionist tactics by management, w i t h
a general lack of information, and also w i t h great difficulties in actually organising workers. There is great
enthusiasm amongst African Trade Unions, but turning

